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weeeeeeed (smoke weed)

blazin' up on them endo, for my, Khmer Empire to rise
spit my rhyme about my life on this M.I.C. tonight
rippin' through this show you know
til all of your speakers blow
bass stickin' up so high like me
we need time to smoke the seed [repeat]

blazin' up on this buddha leaves
when you get ready to blow
im about to start this shit off
lettin' all you suckas know
when I'm comin' down with the green and shock my
own Khmer yeah we roll
fo sho we the braziest Khmer pride up inside Chi-town
say ho
when I bust my flow, I let it off on a roll, fo sho
we the truest blooded Khmer pride up inside yo studio
creepin' fo my enemy, you know what I really need
bust them fo, get high, my seed, my game is about the
red and green
we cruisin' up and down the street, hittin' up on some
grubs to eat
rollin' up the windows, so the weeeed, will proceed
keep kick inside my mind, every..time I wanna breathe
fallin' back up on the seat, no one made much plans for
weed
let my peeps go up in smoke, took me seven years to
choke
my rhymes comin' up tonight, my homeboy Mecc right
by my side
remind me of the time when we was, up on the roof
blazin' up on them leaves blowin' back and forth,
proceed
my homeboy smokin' a big ol' blunt, me and Mecc went
ridin' crunk
weeeeed, up on in the trunk, blazin' up on this flamin'
blunt
happy anniversary, my true Khmer Empirety
we gettin' messed up tonight, that's right, don't wanna
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fight, lets ride
later up the side, gettin', radiator all the night
the party's jumpin' up and down Mothina nigga u gettin'
high
my homegirl Jenny makes me laugh, when I'm feelin'
low that's right
I wanna give you sumthin', but ill wait til after the show
tonight

blazin' up on them endo, for my, Khmer Empire to rise
spit my rhyme about my life on this M.I.C. tonight
rippin' through this show you know
til all of your speakers blow
bass stickin' up so high like weed
we need time to smoke the seed [repeat]

keep my game, one time, my rhyme, my lyrics explode
to the end of time my skills will never end until the
world is rewind
re-incarnation sends me back to live this life
when my rhymes explodes 3 universe, then I shall die
the Kingdom of Cambodia, my peeps I'm really feelin'
ya
the pain remains, but time wont stay, so best be on yo
way today
move up on the head and get the rights a client
needed
play along wit the game of the world and then you
proceed
to smoke weeeeeeed

blazin' up on them endo, for my, Khmer Empire to rise
spit my rhyme about my life on this M.I.C. tonight
rippin' through this show you know
til all of your speakers blow
bass stickin' up so high like weed
we need time to smoke the seed [repeat]
weeeeeeeeeed [smoke weed] [repeat 4X's]
blazin' up on them endo, for my, Khmer Empire to rise
spit my rhyme about my life on this M.I.C. tonight
rippin' through this show you know
til all of your speakers blow
bass stickin' up so high like weed
we need time to smoke the seed [repeat]
weeeeeeeeeed smoke [until fade]
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